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	This book covers the use and development of software for astronomy. It describes the control systems used to point the telescope and operate its cameras and spectrographs, as well as the web-based tools used to plan those observations. In addition, the book also covers the analysis and archiving of astronomical data once it has been acquired. Readers will learn about existing software tools and packages, develop their own software tools, and analyze real data sets.


	This book provides instruction in the use and development of software systems for

	astronomy. It covers the control systems used to point the telescope and to operate

	its cameras and spectrographs, as well as the web-based tools used to plan those

	observations. It also covers the analysis and archiving of astronomical data once it

	has been acquired. The reader will learn about existing software tools and packages,

	develop their own software tools, and analyze real data sets from today’s leading

	observatories.





	This book can be used by students or professionals. Students are encouraged to

	complete an introductory course in either physics or astronomy, and an introductory

	programming course, before enrolling in a course for which this text, Software

	Systems for Astronomy, is used. Readers with no telescope experience are further

	advised to read a textbook that covers observing techniques (e.g., references [1] and

	[2]) before, or in parallel with, using this book for taking a course on the subject, or

	for self-teaching.
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Apache OFBiz CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Apache Open For Business (Apache OFBiz) is an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system that provides a common data model and an extensive set of business processes. But without proper guidance on developing performance-critical applications, it is easy to make the wrong design and technology decisions. The power and promise of Apache OFBiz...
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Windows Software Compatibility and Hardware TroubleshootingApress, 2015

	As companies keep their existing hardware and operating systems for more years than ever before, the need to diagnose and repair problems is becoming ever more important for IT Pros and system administrators.


	Whatever version of Windows you’re using (including Windows 10) you’ll likely need to maintain compatibility...
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Endings and Beginnings, Second Edition: On terminating psychotherapy and psychoanalysisRoutledge, 2013

	In this second edition of Endings & Beginnings (Routledge, 2006), Herbert J. Schlesinger explores endings and beginnings within psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic therapy; both the obvious main endings and beginnings of any course in treatment, and the many little endings and beginnings that permeate analysis. The...
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Switching to a Mac For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Maybe you love your iPhone or iPod and are curious about other Apple
	products. Maybe you’ve had one virus scare too many and are fed
	up with Windows. Maybe the daunting prospect of upgrading to Windows 7
	has made you open to other possibilities. Maybe you’re a Mac fan who wants
	to show a friend how easy and productive Macs...
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Oracle9i DBA JumpStartSybex, 2003
Oracle9i DBA JumpStart gives you the solid grounding you need to  approach Oracle certification with confidence:

	Introduction to relational database concepts  
	Using basic SQL *Plus and iSQL *Plus commands  
	Understanding Oracle database functions  
	Using multiple tables...
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Oracle 10g RAC Grid, Services & ClusteringDigital Press, 2006
Oracle RAC and grid technology is transforming the economics of high-end database computing and is a technology that all Oracle professionals should become familiar with.  Murali is one of the worlds foremost independent experts on Oracle RAC technology and his book contains everything you need to become proficient in both the theory and practice...
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